ADINA MARICUT-AKBIK, PhD
Curriculum Vitae

Contact information: Jacques Delors Centre · Hertie School
Friedrichstraße 180 · 10117 Berlin, Germany
+40 30/259 219 354 · maricut-akbik@hertie-school.org

APPOINTMENTS
Since 2017  Postdoctoral Researcher in EU Governance, LEVIATHAN project (‘Legal and Political Accountability in “Post-Crisis” EU Economic Governance’), funded by the European Research Council and led by Professor Mark Dawson
Hertie School, Berlin, Germany
2016-2017  Postdoctoral Teaching Fellow in Politics (2 courses/semester)
Bard College Berlin, Germany
2016-2017  Visiting Researcher, Center for European Union Research (part-time)
Central European University, Budapest, Hungary
2012-2013  Research Expert, Project on Internal Quality Insurance in Romanian universities, Executive Agency for Higher Education, Research, Development and Innovation Funding (UEFISCDI), Bucharest, Romania

EDUCATION
2012-2016  PhD in Political Science (summa cum laude), defended 8 June 2016
School of Public Policy, Central European University, Hungary
Dissertation title: The Institutional Development of the EU’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: Roles, Behaviours, and the Logic of Justification. Supervisor: Professor Uwe Puetter
2015  Visiting Fellow (September – November)
Department of Law, European University Institute, Italy. Advising Faculty Member: Professor Deirdre Curtin.
2010-2012  Erasmus Mundus Master Programme in Public Policy; double degree: MA in Public Policy (with distinction), European Public Policy specialization
Department of Public Policy, Central European University, Hungary
MA in Public Administration and Public Policy (with distinction)
Department of Politics, University of York, United Kingdom
2007-2010  BA in Political Science (ranked 2nd among 57 graduates)
Faculty of Political Science, University of Bucharest, Romania

PUBLICATIONS

Monographs
Journal articles


Book chapters


Policy papers

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

2019  
Spring Term &  Guest Lecturer, Hertie School, Berlin – ‘Democratic innovations and participatory governance’, elective for the Master of Public Policy/Master of International Affairs.
Fall Term

2018  
Fall Term  Guest Lecturer, Hertie School, Berlin – ‘Public Sector Ethics’, elective for the Master of Public Policy/Master of International Affairs.

2016-2017  
Fall & Spring Terms  Course Instructor, Bard College Berlin – ‘Systems of Power: Foundations of Comparative Politics’ (Fall & Spring Terms); ‘Participation, Deliberation, and Democracy: Policy Analysis and Engagement’ (Fall Term); ‘Crisis Governance in the European Union’ (Spring Term) – all for the BA program in Economics, Politics, and Social Thought.

2016  
Winter Term  Teaching Assistant, Central European University, Budapest – ‘Public Management’ for the Master of Arts (MA) in Public Policy.

2015  
Winter Term  Teaching Assistant, Central European University, Budapest – ‘Jean Monnet Module in European Integration’ for the MA in Public Policy / MA in International Relations.

2013  
Fall Term  Teaching Assistant, Central European University, Budapest – ‘Ethics and Public Policy’ for the MA in Public Policy.

2013  
Fall Term  Academic Convenor and Tutor, Central European University, Budapest – ‘Introduction to Public Policy’ for the Roma Access Program (undergraduate level).

Teaching qualification

2016  
- ‘Foundations in Teaching in Higher Education: Scholarship, Reflection and Innovation’ (Fall 2013)
- ‘Inquiry-Based Teaching and Learning Strategies’ (Winter 2015)
- ‘Starting your Teaching Portfolio’ (Spring 2016)

GRANTS, AWARDS AND FELLOWSHIPS

2015-2016  
CEU Write-up Grant (6 months), awarded to select doctoral candidates close to submitting their dissertations.

2012-2015  
Full CEU Doctoral Fellowship (36 months).

2013  
CEU Academic Achievement Award for First-Year Doctoral Students for the 2012/2013 academic year; awarded to students with a GPA higher than 3.9 (4.0 being the maximum).

2010-2012  
Erasmus Mundus Masters Scholarship in Public Policy (24 months), awarded by the European Commission.
RECENT PRESENTATIONS & INVITED TALKS

2019 Florence  ‘Procedural and Substantive Uses of Accountability in Modern Governance: Between Payoffs and Trade-offs’ (Workshop on EU accountability, European University Institute).

2019 Lisbon  ‘Speaking on Europe’s behalf: EU discourses of representation during the refugee crisis (UACES 49th Annual Conference, University of Lisbon).

2019 Brussels  Contribution to roundtable discussion at the European Parliament ‘Building up a more democratic and gender balanced European Central Bank’ (invited by Positive Money Europe).


2018 Lausanne  ‘The study of accountability as contestation – Towards a substantive definition’ (Annual Conference of the European Group for Public Administration, University of Lausanne).

2018 Hamburg  ‘Accountability as Contestation: An Interactionist Approach to the Study of Public Accountability’ (General conference of the European Consortium for Political Research [ECPR], University of Hamburg)


PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS & SERVICE

Membership in  European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR), The Academic Association for Contemporary European Studies (UACES), European Union Studies Association (EUSA)

Reviewer for  Journal of Common Market Studies, West European Politics, Journal of European Integration, Oxford Bibliographies

Berlin, 12 February 2020